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FOREWORD

The invitation extended to me by Professor Werner Winter to
contribute a volume on Contemporary Hebrew to the Series Critica
was a welcome occasion to try to reassess our knowledge of this
language sixteen years after I had attempted, in my Ha-ivrit
selanü, to open this field to up-to-date linguistic research. I have
endeavoured here not only to sketch a picture of Israeli Hebrew
as a representative of a specific type of language organism, but also
to supply the mould into which the material facts of this language
must be cast in order to arrive at an adequate description of its
working mechanism. This will be found amalgamated with a
history of scholarly advance and achievement; the reader will have
to judge whether my efforts to depict the relative impact of my
own contribution with the amount of balanced objectivity required
in a survey such as the present one have been successful.

It is my pleasant duty to acknowledge gratefully the financial
assistance granted by the Department of General Studies of the
Israel Institute of Technology of Haifa for the purpose of compiling
the bibliography. Sincere thanks go to Mrs. Sarah Munster, assist-
ant at the Department of Linguistics of the Hebrew University,
who located, with penetrating understanding of the subtleties of the
subject matter, all flaws of English expression; those that remain
are my own responsibility.

Jerusalem, May 1971 . R.
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TRANSCRIPTION

The transcriptional equivalences that apply between Latin charac-
ters and unpointed (unvocalized) script in Israeli Hebrew forms
are marked (+) below.

- ' a b c d e f g h i k l m n o p r s s t it ν χ y z
+ + + K

+ + 3
+ l

+ Ί+ + n
+ -f- + i

+ τ
+ n

+ o
-i- + +

+ + 3
+ V

+ a
+ J

+ 0
4- + + + y

+ + s
+ s

+ P
+ n

+ + v
+ n

Note that c is a dental affricate (German z), χ an unvoiced post-
velar fricative (acA-sound).

For the value of the accent signs ' and · see § 3.7.3.



The representation of Biblical Hebrew forms is by one-to-one
transliteration :

n f e t f T p s D » o i η *? 3 ' ϋ π τ ι π τ ι a κ
t s s r q s p ' s n m l k y t f r z w h d g b *

i· ir e · ο · e i e A u & -

E.g. o?*ia*T3 b-dab-erkem



1 NAME AND IDENTITY

I.I THE UNIQUENESS OF CONTEMPORARY (ISRAELI) HEBREW

The uniqueness of Contemporary or Israeli Hebrew is adequately
described by characterizing it as a language the very existence of
which is part of the national self-identification of the community
that uses it; a language created by intended rebirth; a language
whose creation as a vehicle of communication was an ideological
act and also the result, at least in part, of scholarly research; a
language scientifically studied and analysed within some seventy
years following its emergence, but given a name of its own in schol-
arship only as a result of the recognition, by virtue of that same
scholarly study, of its historical autonomy.

1.2 NAMES PROPOSED

1.2.1 Neo-Hebrew

Any designation of this language, which contains the element
'new' (such as Neo-Hebrew, neo-hebreu, neuhebräisch) is inade-
quate, simply because such names were used, prior to the forma-
tion of Israeli Hebrew (IH), for Mishnaic and later for mediaeval
rabbinical Hebrew, which were, at the time, the only known layers
of postbiblical Hebrew. Following the emergence of Israeli Hebrew,
the historical incision can no longer be made so as to create a
division between what was biblical and what came after, but
rather to set aside from Israeli Hebrew whatever preceded it in
history (BERGSTRÄSSER 1928:47). It will serve our purpose well if we
unite BIBLICAL HEBREW and what was termed, mainly by Protestant

is
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scholars up to half a century ago, NEUHEBRAISCHJ under the
common name of CLASSICAL HEBREW, a name that very suitably
depicts the position these layers occupy in the mind of the speaker
of Contemporary Hebrew versus his own language. What Hebrew
has in common with other languages whose history involves a
layer termed classical is the not insignificant fact that the present-
day language is named as a modification of a more comprehensive
designation.2

While the designations of the type neo-hebreu are useless, for the
reasons stated, the names involving the adjective modern are no
more suitable, although they have the one advantage of opposing
current Hebrew to classical language (AESCOLY 1937: 4). In two
respects, "modern" Hebrew is different from other languages which
bear that title: it is not just the nA stage in the evolution of Hebrew
(ROSEN 1952b: 5; 1958c: 65-6), because for the purposes of
historical linguistics, it would not suffice to state the chronological
succession of etats de langue, but one would also have to deter-
mine in what way the preceding etats de langue have supplied
language material to their successor; for Hebrew the situation is
different from all other "modern" languages in that any given item
stemming from an "ancient" stage is not necessarily channelled
1 BERGSTRÄSSER (1928: 46-7) has the division into Althebräisch, Mittelhebrä-
isch, and Neuhebräisch; this matches his terminology for the other living
Semitic languages, where the current form is always called Neu-, while the
earliest attested one bears a name with Alt-, It is precisely this analogy which
we must consider out of place.
2 A singular confusion has led to terminological difficulties in Soviet usage.
Following Byzantine ecclesiastical usage, "Jews" are "Hebrews" in Russian,
as a consequence of which early Zionist usage represented 'Jewish-national'
as 'ivri, and Russian espeaCKHfi stands for what is ethnically connected
with Jews: as the designation of a language, eepeacKHu «aha: is 'Yiddish'.
For the Hebrew language, flpeBHeeBpeoCKHo Old-Hebrew' had to be
used, which, of course, is not the counterpart of eßpeftCKHÖ. Soviet linguists
have practically no other way than using the native forms of the language
names: HBPHT, (cf., e.g., ZAND 1965). In German-speaking countries,
it was customary for some time to call the current language 'ivrit to distinguish
it from hebräisch, the Holy Tongue. We feel that the use of the native designation
'ivrit in any of the European languages would place Israeli Hebrew among the
non-European native speech forms that do not rank as languages of civilization
within the European cultural conscience.
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through, or even present in, chronologically intermediate stages.
The second reason for the inadequacy of the term modern is that
Contemporary Hebrew is by no means more modern (in terms of
Weltbild) than previous literary language; it is not by virtue of the
revival that modern thought can be moulded into Hebrew (irrespec-
tive, of course, of the linguistically irrelevant introduction of techni-
cal terms at whatever moment the civilizatory necessity arose); this
is why authors who use the term modern waver as to when "modern-
ism" became apparent and whether it was coincident with revival
(cf., e.g., COHEN - ZAFRANI 1968: 14; THORNHILL 1951: 103).

7.2.2 Modern Hebrew
MODERN HEBREW is a convenient rendering of the Hebrew term that
is still preferred by those who wish to imply by nomenclature that
current Hebrew is not a linguistic entity commanding some auto-
nomy towards everything that preceded it: 'ivrii xadasa, literally
'New Hebrew' (cf., e.g., ORNAN 1968a: 1). Now, while this is
wanted to match linguistic terminology for languages convention-
ally termed Modern = Neu-3 (xadasa is the adjective used for
'Modern Greek', 'Neuhochdeutsch', etc.), it was not conceived as
such: in his programmatic article on "Ancient Hebrew and New
Hebrew", J. KLAUSNER (1929: 10) makes it apparent that what he
has in mind is the emergence of a "new" language, in the sense that
it contains previously nonexistent expressional tools; the dogmatic
position taken by KLAUSNER over many years was, moreover, that
Hebrew must continue the use of expressions found in the later
layers whilst discarding whatever was discarded by the latter.4

3 'tvrit xadasa has never been used, to my knowledge, in the sense of 'Neuhe-
bräisch'.
* Cf. BENDAVID (1965: 250). It is worthwhile to quote, in this context, a little
known forerunner of KLAUSNER'S (ROSENBERG 1893:146): "Shall we use Biblical
or postbiblical language? or shall new forms and expressions be introduced?
The closest related language, Aramaic, shows that current language (neo-
Aramaic) is the result of great changes, even metamorphoses in the course of
millenia. Consequently, Biblical Hebrew, which is a closed period, cannot
become a Volkssprache any more than Ancient Greek, Gothic, Church Sla-
vonic, etc.; the revival of Hebrew is feasible only by further developments, that
is change: whatever lives, changes."
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This is not the case; so we do not recommend the term "ivrit
xadaSa any more than we do Modern Hebrew.

1.2.3 Spoken Hebrew

Other early attempts at naming the language use the fact that it is
spoken as its distinguishing mark. True, the revival converted Hebrew
from an "unspoken" language into a spoken one, and formal writing
was, on average, closer to classical language than common oral usage;
however, the characteristics that made Israeli Hebrew stand apart from
Classical Hebrew linguistically - structurally, functionally - were
present in contemporary writing as much as in contemporary speech
See 1.4.1.

1.3 DESIGNATIONS IN LINGUISTICS

1.3.1 Israeli Hebrew

It must have been precisely the non-chronological ("unhistorical",
"untraditional") nature of the term ISRAELI HEBREW that aroused
opposition to it as the expression of a certain viewpoint within
Hebrew studies. At this writing, almost twenty years after having
introduced the name,5 I can find no purely or preponderantly
linguistic treatment of the language using any other. Only where
the discussion is tainted "ideologically", and written in Hebrew,
are other terms sometimes propagated.

Israeli Hebrew was not meant as a geographical designation;6

I think there was some emotional load in that term when it was finally
adopted: the name of Israel symbolized the culmination of the
materialization of the aspirations to nationhood in the field of
language as well as in the realm of territorial independence. There
is no other way to circumscribe what is meant by Israeli Hebrew
than to say that it is the national language (Staatssprache) of

5 Cf. VRIEZEN (1956: 6), BLANC (1956b: 188), KUTSCHER (1957: 38). The term
first appears in writing in ROSEN (1952b: 4-5).
6 So interpreted by ULLENDORFF (1957: 251-2), probably in the light of
occasional "Palestinian Hebrew" or "Spoken Hebrew of Palestine" found
in earlier discussions (SPIEGEL 1930: 17; CHRISTOE 1931: 5).
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Israel, the first language of nearly a million Jewish natives of Israel,
largely monolingual, and the second, but prestige language of close
to two million multilingual speakers (the non-native Jewish and part
of the non-Jewish population of Israel).7

7.5.2 Contemporary Hebrew

CONTEMPORARY HEBREW would be an innocent term that would
avoid all issues; it has the disadvantage of being historically un-
stable (we cannot speak of the "Contemporary Hebrew of the
thirties") and of calling to our minds other "contemporary lan-
guages" (Gegenwartssprachen) that derive their right to this title
by their giving expression to notional, conceptional, and intellectual
frames of "modern times", but are not quite essentially different
from non-contemporary shapes of the same language of a genera-
tion ago. In some respects, Israeli Hebrew is, in fact, such a
"contemporary" language, but it is not only this aspect which we
have to discuss linguistically. TENE has had the useful idea of
employing for his treatise the noncommittal title of "Contemporary
Hebrew" (TENE 1968), while discussing therein a language termed
Israeli Hebrew. We shall follow this lead. That Contemporary
Israeli Hebrew would, at the least, be highly pleonastic, needs, I feel,
no further explanation.

1.4 NONSYNONYMOUS DESIGNATIONS

SPOKEN HEBREW, CHILDREN'S HEBREW, or NATIVE (ISRAELI) HEBREW
are not synonyms of Israeli Hebrew, and their use for anything
which these terms do not mean, must be objected to.
7 A statistical survey up to 1954 may be found in BACHI (1955). - Slight
variations of the term Israeli Hebrew risk, in our opinion, being somewhat
misleading. Concerning "Native Israeli Hebrew" (ΤέΝέ 1969: 61) see below,
1.4.3. The use of Israeli without Hebrew attached to it is objectionable, more
so if it is itself modified by various subdividing adjectives (BLANC 1957a: 400;
1964a: 135-7; e.g., "General Israeli"), since an allusion that Israeli Hebrew
was not really, fundamentally and intrinsically Hebrew, would taint scholar-
ship with ethnico-cultural ideological attitudes, which we had better not allow
to distort our insights.
2»
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1.4.1 Spoken Hebrew

There is no diglossy in Israel, although - of course - differences are
noticeable between spoken and written usage. We do not think that
these stylistic differences are more profound than their analogues in
most nations, at any rate they do not justify considering the spoken
form of Israeli Hebrew as a separate linguistic entity. It is true that the
full revival of Hebrew was achieved by its conversion to a spoken
language;8 Hebrew was "revived as a spoken language" (KUTSCHER
1956: 32), but neither was revival identical with spokenness nor was the
reintroduction of speech sufficient for the revival. Israeli Hebrew clearly
has at least two layers, one spoken and one written (ORNAN 1968:1-2),
and many will find this primary division insufficient. Consequently
nothing warrants the adoption of the term Israeli Hebrew exclusively
for the spoken style (as proposed by MQRAG 1959: 247; modified 1967:
639); if this is done, we are left with no specific term for written contem-
porary usage, and the impression is created that the latter needs no
term of its own, owing to its intrinsic similarity to Classical Hebrew.
RABIN (1958b: 248) advocates the recognition of a "Modern Literary
Hebrew", but then, is non-literary writing a form of spoken language
or a language of no standing? An extreme position was taken by BEN-
HAYYIM (1953: 50, 54) who, in this highly polemical publication outright
opposed "spoken" to "cultured" language, ascribing practically all
deviations from classical grammar to the former. This had been the
habit of quite a few scholars prior to the stabilization of descriptive
research, and in studies conducted up to the mid-fifties, one can find
numerous observations made on contemporary usage, but spoken of as
though they were exclusive characteristics of colloquial Hebrew, since
it was commonly accepted that written language was (or, at least, was
supposed to be) quasi-pure Classical Hebrew.

1.4.2 Children's Hebrew

There is Hebrew CHILDREN'S LANGUAGE, which should be, and to
some extent has been, studied (H. M. COHEN 1951: 91-97; BAR-
ADON 1959 and 1963a, b) in contrast with adults' language; but
again, up to the fifties, perfectly common features of Israeli Hebrew
were presented by various authors, reluctant to admit the use of non-

8 Although attempts at speaking Hebrew were made prior to the revival
(cf. RABIN 1958a: 7; 1969: 34; 1970).
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classical language in the mouths or pens of educated adults, as
though they were children's style. Most of the published work of
that period ostentatiously devoted to the description of children's
Hebrew contains little more than unordered enumerations of lingu-
istic phenomena that were, at that time as at any other, distinctive
of Israeli Hebrew. Two authors (BARLES 1937: 185-90; AVINERY
1946: 145) have gone as far as ascribing takeovers from foreign
languages to children's speech or considering loan translations as
one of its characteristics. AVINERY (1946), devoting an entire chap-
ter (pp. 144-80) to "The language of our children", lists, amongst
other things, the following fundamental features of Israeli Hebrew
(of all age groups) as characteristic of children's speech: adverbial
use of masculine singular adjective forms (see 6.4.2.1); the uni-
verbated compound 'af 'is 'not a man' (le-qf-is 'to nobody';
6.5.2); determinated status of superlatives with haxi- use of
klum 'rien' with no formal negation in a verbless sentence (8.3.2);
and finally the use of the 'e/-case ('accusative') in construction with
the kernel yes I- 'alicui est ..., have' (p. 5.5.3), even examining
"children's usage" in the light of some biblical attestations of
'unsyntactical' 'et- (cf. ROSEN 1966: 214-6). Similarly, familiar
style features (such as se- + potential tense 'que... + subjonctif';
see note 181) were discussed along with typically journalese expres-
sions under the heading "On children's and popular language"
by the late Y. PERETZ (1943: 296-300; 1944: 58-9), a fighter for the
non-recognition of Contemporary Hebrew as a linguistic entity in
its own right.

1.4.3 Native Hebrew

The distribution of age groups in the Jewish population of Palestine
during the first half of the present century was such that children
were distinct from adults not only by their age, but generally speak-
ing, by the fact of being natives. There is even a popular designation
for native-born children: Sabras. This created the risk of identifying
children's speech with native speech, and of lumping both together
in contrast to the language of adult immigrants. Some authors
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discussed phenomena observable in "Sabra Hebrew"9 and con-
veniently left open the question whether what was meant was the
language of native children, of children in general, or of natives of
any age: what we ordinarily find discussed in such studies are com-
mon Israeli Hebrew features, irrespective of the birthplace or the
age of the speaker.

Of course, recent immigrants are recognizable as such either by a
deficient knowledge of Hebrew or by more pronounced linguistic
habits hailing from their primary tongues; however, once the
linguistic integration of any one of these speakers is completed,
once he has mastered Hebrew to the same degree as the old settlers
and has minimized his foreign accent, from that moment on his
speech is distinguishable neither from that of other immigrant
groups nor from that of adult natives,10 or at least there are enough
features common to all immigrant groups and natives alike to
constitute a complete language system, precisely the one we call
Israeli Hebrew. Moreover, there is no assimilation of language hab-
its to those of the native born; on the contrary, the few phonetic
characteristics or slang usages that can be identified as peculiar to
native youth are usually abandoned once the subject concerned
reaches what can be termed mature age,11 and the native starts
talking ordinary standard Israeli Hebrew. No characteristics have
been noted of a specifically native language on either the syntactic
or morphological levels; there are lexical slang features that must
be properly identified as language of school children, adherents to
youth movements, or soldiers - age groups that are naturally
preponderantly native. There seems to be one subphonemic
phenomenon that is really exclusively ascribable to young native
speakers: the materialization of /r/ with the cardinal value of a
voiced postvelar fricative, and its consequent position in the

9 E.g. PATAI (1953) (in fact this is a list of how the sabras "pronounce the
letters").
10 The broad distinction between Oriental and non-Oriental phonetic styles
{3.3.1) has nothing to do with being a native or a recent immigrant.
11 S. Z. KLAUSNER (1955:213) has the facts right, but their linguistic evaluation
wrong. Terminology does not play any role here (pace BLANC 1956b).
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phonemic grid diffierent from that of standard IH /r/ (apical
vibrant). The first to observe this was WEIMAN (1950: 19). On the
other hand, the highly syncopated and slurred speech of many
youngsters, that very frequently reduces dramatically the number of
syllables and vocalic or consonantal phonemes made audible in a
word group, must be relegated to the realm of style and cannot
serve as a basis for constituting a specific phonemic system of
"native Israeli Hebrew".

We are, consequently, somewhat at a loss as to what NATIVE
HEBREW is. According to BLANC (1957b: 33), who introduced the
term, it is a synonym of "Israeli Hebrew", and he later made it
abundantly clear that the distinction between native and non-native
was one that applied to the speakers, not to the language (BLANC
1964: 133):

A distinction [...] can [...] be made between non-native speakers
[...] and native speakers, whose speech bears no direct relation to
their forebears' native language.

The "native sound system" (BLANC 1968: 243-247) differs by
nothing from the Israeli Hebrew one, and can conveniently be
retermed "native General Israeli sound system" (BLANC 1968:
243-7), without a "non-native General Israeli sound system" being
in existence. The former can be heard only from speakers born after
1915, which is again a sociological (rather: statistical) truism. The
predilection of some authors for "native" Hebrew must have been
called forth on socio-statistical grounds:

The essential socio-linguistic feature of contemporary Hebrew is
the emergence of native speech, and its growing stabilization. (ΤέΝέ
1969: 50).

Misinterpreting "native Hebrew" as a type of language runs the risk
of a resultant search for features of "non-native Hebrew" and of
suggestions like that of MORAG (1967: 643) that liturgical Hebrew
words in traditional spelling pronunciations used by members of
various communities in a way corresponding to their habits prior
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to their acquisition of current and living Israeli Hebrew represented
a non-native form of Israeli Hebrew speech. Summarizing our
abstention from recommending the use of the adjective native in
discussions of the linguistic features of Israeli Hebrew, we must
reiterate that what few phonetic traits there are of nativeness in
Hebrew speech tend to disappear in the course of the young natives'
integration in adult society, in the same way as foreign traits
stemming from the immigrants' primary languages are being con-
scientiously obliterated in the course of that same process of inte-
gration. One could even say, to sum up, that most young sabras
had, sit uenia uerbo, a slight "native accent".

1.5 SEMITIC FEATURES OF ISRAELI HEBREW

We cannot appropriately conclude a chapter on the identity of
Israeli Hebrew without expressly stating our view that it is a Semitic
language.

1.5.1 Its genealogical and typological "character"

To recall that the question of the Semitic identity of Israeli Hebrew
is one concerning its genealogical, and not its typological relation-
ship is to solve the problem.12 Israeli Hebrew is a language in which
inherited (Hebrew, Semitic) means of expression have been assigned
to the materialization of a given (European, primarily Slavo-
Teutonic) categorial system. The first assignments of the nature
indicated constituted the "revival" of the language. I do not quite
see how things can be viewed any differently; the innere Form of
Israeli Hebrew is different from that of biblical or postbiblical
language, it cannot be Semitic, since there is no such thing as the

12 "La parente genetique [...] consiste dans le fait que chaque element d'une
langue est relio par une function ä un 616ment d'expression d'une autre."
-"La parente typologique [...] consiste en ce que des categories de chacune
d'entre elles sont liees par une fonction ä des catogories dechacune des autres."
(HJELMSLEV1963: 158)
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"internal form" of a language family, and the culture represented
by Israeli Hebrew is hardly the property of any other known
Semitic language, living or dead. Maybe there will never be another
living language as fascinating for the linguist as Israeli Hebrew
because of the striking disparateness of its genealogical and its
typological relatives.

7.5.2 Lacunae in the phonemic system

Intuitively constructed formulas to this effect have been not un-
common in the characterization of Israeli Hebrew ever since
BERGSTRÄSSER (1928: 47) spoke about

ein Hebräisch, das in Wirklichkeit eine europäische13 Sprache in
durchsichtiger hebräischer Verkleidung ist.

A "genuinely Semitic" Hebrew was an ideal orthoepists and most
purists were trying to achieve, interpreting this notion, however,
in the shape of a Brockelmann-style Arabocentric protolanguage.
It was not borne in mind that "typically" Semitic distinctions such as
/ : t have not been preserved in oral traditions of Hebrew other than
in Arabophonic environments. The lacunae in the sound inventory
of Israeli Hebrew in comparison to reconstructed Hebrew have
nothing to do with the allegedly diminished Semitic character of the
language: losses analogous to the merger of *h and *fy and the
continuation of both by # (which again merges with a fricative
allophone of the unvoiced velar), to the non-distinction of c and '
(where non-syllabic glottal articulations are lost, but their "reflexes"
preserved in the form of vocalic shadings and quantity), to the non-
distinction of "emphatic" (velarized?) stops from their non-emphat-
ic counterparts, or the disappearance of q through merger with
other phonemes, and finally to the loss of quantitative distinctions

13 Inappropriate terms in this context are: Indo-European (genealogical,
misses the point), Europeanized (this implies a process, but Israeli Hebrew
was not less European at first and more European later, it was created as Euro-
pean as it is now).
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in the consonantal sphere - all these can be paralleled from quite a
few dead and living Semitic languages and they are no indication
of the genealogical affinity of a language.

We need not go into the notoriously circular question of exactly
what set of characteristics defines a language as belonging to a
given genealogical entity, in our case Semitic (cf. ULLENDORFF
1958). The morphological system of Israeli Hebrew tallies with that
of Biblical Hebrew to an extent hardly ever experienced with
different stages of the same language. Despite some surface altera-
tions, the systemic image is not changed; moreover, essentially
Semitic morphological processes are maintained even where a clash
is created between Israeli Hebrew and its typological relatives that
would favour other types of expressional means.

1,5.3 Morphological features

While the root is hardly productive any more, there is a lexeme
which structurally corresponds exactly to a root - the radical
(6.1.2): to derive, e.g., adjectives from seder Order', Sapaät 'flu',
or mismaat 'discipline', a discontinuous morpheme is extracted
from the nouns after the optional elimination of the postformatives:
s-d-r, s-p-a, m-sm-a\ these morphemes have three positions, just as
Semitic roots, but are not necessarily identical with the roots. The
derived adjectives Orderly', 'flu-stricken', and 'disciplined* would
be derived from the motivating morphemes by one common pattern
morpheme (6.7.5), me-u-a-: mesudar, meSupaa, memusmaa. This
is as typically Semitic as can be.

Typically Semitic again is the personal suffixation of nouns:
roS-i 'my head', ktivat-i 'my writing'.14 Employing a more circum-
locutory expression of (quasi-)possessive relations, since late

14 Of course, apparent suffixation can also be created, e.g., in Indo-European,
with clitic possessives; cf. Mod.Gk. to spiti mu 'my house'; but there the clisis
is not forcibly linked to the noun (i kali su aderfi 'your beautiful sister').
An Indo-European language in which true personal suffixation of nouns is
found, is Persian; this engenders a Sprachbund feature with Turkish, Arabic,
and - of course - Hebrew.


